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“That’s a good rule” 
— Viktor Winschel



Mas-Colell & Whinston & Green — Microeconomic theory



“Game-theoretic techniques require clear and distinct 
'rules of the game'. Analysis of free-form competition … 

is not within the realm of the techniques provided…

… if game theory is necessarily so limited, 
then it is extremely limited as a tool of analysis 

for some important economic problems…

… And I would prefer that we not give up hope, but 
instead think in terms of how we might adapt the theory 
so it is better able to cope with ambiguous protocols.”

Kreps — Game theory and economic modelling



“If the players in this game are so smart, 
why are they playing this silly game? 
Why don't they change the rules and 

play a game where they can do better?” 
— Abba Schwartz



Combinatorial game theory



Combinatorial game theory?



Combinatorial game theory???



Football ! — fouls



Football ! —  
taking one for the team



Football ! — diving



Football " — delay of game



Changing laws



Lobbying



“What’s the constitution for changing the constitution?” 
— Viktor Winschel

“The Congress, whenever two thirds of both houses 
shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments 

to this Constitution … shall be valid to all intents 
and purposes, as part of this Constitution” 

— Article V of the U.S. Constitution



IOCCC — Worst Abuse of the Rules (1992)



“A book comprised entirely of thousands of lines 
of source code looks pretty dull. But then so does 

a nondescript fragment of concrete — unless it 
happens to be a piece of the Berlin Wall” 

— Phil Zimmerman





“Fort Knox has never been robbed. Statistical analysis using 
high-level, aggregated data would therefore indicate that the 

probability of a robbery is independent of the resources 
spent on guards. The policy implication from such analysis 

would be to eliminate the guards and save those resources.” 
Wikipedia — Lucas critique



Reflexivity



Thank you


